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Abstract 

The electrocardiogram (ECG) signal feature extraction and classification diagnosis algorithm is proposed to 

address the high incidence of heart disease and difficulty in self-detection. First, the collected ECG signals are 

preprocessed to remove the noise of the ECG signals. Next, wavelet packet decomposition is used to perform a 

four-layer transformation on the denoised ECG signal and the 16 obtained wavelet packet coefficients analyzed 

statistically. Next, the slope threshold method is used to extract the R-peak of the denoised ECG signal. The RR 

interval can be calculated according to the extracted R peak. The extracted statistical features and time domain 

RR interval features are combined into a multi-domain feature space. Finally, the particle swarm optimization 

algorithm (PSO), genetic algorithm (GA), and grid search (GS) algorithms are applied to optimize the support 

vector machine (SVM). The optimized SVM is utilized to classify the extracted multi-domain features. 

Classification results show the proposed algorithm can classify six types of ECG beats accurately. The 

classification efficiency achieved by PSO, GA, and GS are 97.78%, 98.33%, and 98.89%, respectively. 

Keywords: ECG signal; multi-domain feature; particle swarm optimization; genetic algorithm; grid search 

algorithm. 
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1. Introduction 

Cardiovascular disease, one of the diseases in humans with the highest morbidity and mortality, poses a serious 

threat to people's lives and health [1,2]. In recent years, sudden heart disease has become increasingly common, 

raising the need for a device that can monitor cardiac activity and reflect disease information in a timely manner. 

The wearable electrocardiogram (ECG) monitoring system [3, 4] can monitor the electrical activity of the heart 

intuitively, collect the waveform information of the human ECG signal, and provide feedback on the disease, 

which considerably reduces the damage caused by the sudden disease. Therefore, the automatic detection and 

classification of ECG signals has gradually become the focus of research.  

In the study of automatic monitoring and classification of ECG signals, in addition to performing the necessary 

denoising processing, another important process is feature extraction and classification diagnosis. The reliability 

of the arrhythmia diagnosis results is ensured by extracting the characteristics of the ECG signal accurately and 

efficiently. At present, the commonly used methods for feature extraction of ECG signals include waveform 

morphology methods [5-7], transformation-based methods [8, 9], and statistical-based methods [10, 11]. 

Alvarado [12] extracted the time domain eigenvectors of ECG signals and classified arrhythmia through linear 

discriminant analysis classification model. Venkatesan and his colleagues [13] used the discrete wavelet 

coefficient feature as an ECG feature and applied the nearest neighbor classifier to classify the signal features 

with a classification accuracy of 97.5%. Charfi [14] and his colleagues obtained the ECG signal on wavelet 

transform, considere the wavelet coefficient as a feature vector, used the decision tree to classify the ECG 

signal, and achieved a classification accuracy of 96.87%. Martis and his colleagues [15] utilized the dual 

spectrum to extract the beyond mean and standard deviation of the ECG signal as statistical features. They used 

the least-squares support vector machine (SVM) to classify the five types of ECG signals with an accuracy of 

93.48%. 

Although extracting a single feature can classify ECG signals, ECG signals contain a large amount of complex 

information, and getting a single feature is insufficient to characterize its essence. Therefore, we propose a 

multi-domain feature extraction algorithm based on wavelet packet decomposition-statistical analysis [16] and 

slope threshold and employ particle swarm optimization (PSO), genetic (GA), and grid search (GS) algorithms 

to optimize the SVM [17]. The multi-domain features are classified, and the performance of the different 

optimization algorithms is compared and analyzed. The algorithm processes the ECG signal by lifting wavelet 

transform and improving the semi-soft threshold to remove the noise. The wavelet packet function is used to 

decompose the denoised ECG signal into four layers and 16 wavelet packet decomposition coefficients are 

obtained. The singular value, maximum value, and standard deviation of coefficients are calculated through the 

statistical analysis method to obtain a 48-dimensional frequency-domain feature space. The slope threshold 

method is applied to detect the R peak of the denoised ECG signal and obtain the RR interval. The first two RR 

intervals are extracted as time-domain features to form a two-dimensional time-domain feature space. The 

frequency-domain feature space and time domain are acquired to form a 50-dimensional multi-domain feature 

space. Finally, SVM is used to classify the multi-domain features of six ECG signals, and PSO, GA, and GS 

algorithms are used to optimize the parameters. The ECG data in the experiment are derived from the MIT-BIH 

arrhythmia database and PhysioNet’s Long-Term AF Database (LTAFDB). The ECG types can be classified as 
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normal ECG (N), sinus bradycardia (SBR), ventricular tachycardia (VT), premature ventricular contraction 

(PVC), premature atrial contraction (PAC), and atrial fibrillation (AF). 

2. Methods 

ECG signal processing includes preprocessing, feature extraction, and classification diagnosis [18]. Figure 1 

shows the block diagram of the proposed processing method. The ECG signal is extracted from the database and 

preprocessed by lifting the wavelet transform and improving the semi-soft denoising method. Next, wavelet 

packet decomposition and slope threshold methods are used to extract the features of the preprocessed signals to 

form multi-domain feature spaces. Finally, PSO, GA, and GS algorithms are applied to optimize the SVM. Six 

types of ECG signals are classified.  

Preprocessing
Improve wavelet transform and 

improve semi-soft threshold

Feature extraction
Frequency domain statistical 

features and time domain features

GS optimization
Penalty factor C and kernel 

function parameter g

GA optimization
Penalty factor C and kernel 

function parameter g

PSO optimization
Penalty factor C and kernel 

function parameter g

Classification
The features are fed into the 

optimal classifier

N SBR VT PAC PVC AF

Classification
The features are fed into the 

optimal classifier

Classification
The features are fed into the 

optimal classifier

ECG signals

 

Figure 1: Block diagram of the proposed method for ECG signal classification. ECG signal processing includes 

preprocessing, feature extraction, and classification. Preprocessing removes noise from the ECG signal. Feature 

extraction extracts a multi-domain feature. Three algorithms are used to optimize the classifier used to 

categorize the six ECG signals. 

2.1 Wavelet packet decomposition 

The wavelet packet decomposition method is a time–frequency transform analysis method with a variable 

window function shape. It is an extended signal processing method for wavelet decomposition that can reflect 

the characteristics of signals in the time domain and the frequency domain and perform a detailed 

decomposition. Wavelet packet decomposition can decompose the signal at multiple scales. It can also 

decompose further the high- and low-frequency coefficients of the decomposition into layers and conduct multi-

layer subdivision with no redundancy or omission. Therefore, a higher-frequency resolution is possible. The 

wavelet packet decomposition can reflect the complete signal characteristics and has better local analysis 

capability. 

When performing multiscale decomposition, set the subspace 
m
jX  to a closed space of the function xm(t), and let 

xm(t) satisfy the equation: 
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where  ( ) ( 1) 1kg k h k   , g(k) is a high-pass filter with multi-scale decomposition, and h(k) is a high-pass 

filter with multi-scale decomposition. The two are in a mutually orthogonal relationship. When m=0, Equation 

(1) can be converted to the following: 
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In multi-scale decomposition, (t) and (t) are the scaling function and the wavelet function respectively, and 

satisfy the following equation: 
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A comparison of Equations (2) and (3) shows that (t)=x0(t)，(t)=x1(t)，and {xm(t)}mZ is the orthogonal 

wavelet packet obtained during decomposition. 

The formula for calculating the wavelet packet coefficient can be derived as follows: 
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 .                                                            (4) 

2.2 Slope threshold method 

In the waveform detection of ECG signals, the slope threshold method is a simple and fast R-peak detection 

method. Although noise signals can interfere easily with its detection method, which may affect the detection 

effect, its design idea is relatively simple, has a fast calculation speed, and real-time calculation can be realized. 

Part of the arrhythmia can be recognized when the denoising effect is fine. The main process is as follows: solve 

the slope of each point of the detected signal, and set a decision condition based on the larger value of the slope 

of the point near the R peak. The threshold is determined when the slope satisfies the determination condition. 

When the point of the region satisfies the threshold condition, the maximum point of the region amplitude is 

detected as the R peak. The specific flow chart is shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2: Slope threshold method R peak detection flow chart. 

2.3 Support vector machine 

SVM is a binary model classifier that can be designed as a multi-classifier according to actual needs. Given a 

certain number of samples, classifying these samples requires setting their corresponding labels. Two types of 

data are provided in a two-dimensional plane, denoted by o and *, respectively, as shown in Figure 3. The 

easiest method to separate the two sets of data is to use a straight line. Given more than one line, the closest line 

in the line group to the closest point in the two sets of data must be found, that is, l2. In the high-dimensional 

plane, the lines that separate the different categories are hyperplanes, which enable multi-category label 

separation in multi-dimensional data. 

l1

 

|w| 
2

a b

l2

l3

 

Figure 3: Schematic diagram of SVM. 

For the feature set {xi,yi},i=1,…, N，yi∈{-1,+1}, xi∈R
m
. The function for linear discriminant in the m-

dimensional space is g(x)=ω∙x+b and the existence of the hyperplane can be expressed as follows: 
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ω∙x+b=0,                                                                                 (5) 

where ω is the weight vector, b is the classification threshold, and the feature set can be separated by using the 

hyperplane. The required classification line must have the following conditions to correctly classify all samples: 

yi(ω∙xi+b)-1≥0, i=1, 2, …, n.                                                                (6) 

Satisfying the above conditions can make the line have the farthest distance from the class boundary, that is, the 

obtained hyperplane can obtain the optimal classification effect. 

Under the constraint of Equation (6), the formula is as follows: 

2
(

2
)

1 1
=

2
    （ ） .                                                          (7) 

Through the transformation, the problem of solving the optimal classification hyperplane can be expressed as a 

constrained optimization problem, that is, to solve the minimum problem of Equation (7); thus, the classification 

function can be obtained as follows: 

1

( ) sgn(( ) ) sgn( ( ) )
N

i i i

i

f x x b a y x x b


      ,                                    (8) 

where ai is the Lagrangian coefficient corresponding to each sample in the binary problem and N is the number 

of required SVM. 

The above formula only solves the linearly separable feature set and a relaxation factor must be introduced on 

the left side in Equation (7) and a penalty factor C in the objective function on the right side for linearly 

inseparable data. In this manner, the problem of non-linear indivisibility can be transformed into a minimum 

problem: 

1

1
( )( , )

2

N

i

i

C    


  （ ）+  .                                                           (9) 

In the formula, the penalty factor C is a constant, which can control the penalty degree of the misclassified 

sample during classification. Thus, the proportion of the incorrect sample and the complexity of the algorithm is 

balanced. Under normal circumstances, C should not be very large; otherwise, it will affect the generalization 

ability of the classifier. 

When a feature space cannot be linearly separable in the current low-dimensional space, a kernel function K(xi, 

x) can be introduced to transform the original low-dimensional space data into a higher-dimensional space. For 

linear discrimination in space, the corresponding discriminant function can be expressed as follows: 
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2.4 Particle swarm optimization 

PSO [19] is an algorithm for optimizing nonlinear continuous function and has the characteristics of easy 

implementation, fast convergence, and high precision. It has unique advantages in solving problems and has 

been studied and applied widely. Suppose a population in the N dimensional space has n particles and the 

position of the ith (i = 1,2,..., n) particles in the N dimensional space is a potential solution. 

The flight speed is  1 2, ,...,i i i iNV    . Individual extremum  1 2, ,...,i i i iNP p p p  is the optimal position 

calculated from all experienced locations of the individual and the global extremum of the population 

 1 2, ,...,g g g gNP p p p  is the optimal location for all particles in the group. 

For the ith particle of the kth generation, the PSO algorithm calculates the velocity and position of the dth 

dimension of the (k+1)th generation according to the following formula: 

1
1 2() ( ) () ( )k k k k

id id id id gd idc rand p x c rand p x             ,                           (11) 

1 1k k k
id id idx x    .                                                                                                   (12) 

In Equations (11) and (12), i=1,2,…,n, n is the total number of particles in the population; k
id is the velocity of 

the dth dimension of the particle i of the kth generation; k
idx  is the position of the dth dimension of the kth 

generation particle i; pid is the best position pbest of the dth dimension of the particle i; pgd is the best position gbest 

of the dth dimension; c1 and c2 are the acceleration factors; rand() is the number of random changes in the 

interval [0, 1]; and ω is the inertia weighting factor. In addition, to avoid a blind search of particles, position Xi 

and velocity Vi of the particles are limited to the intervals [Xmax, Xmax] and [Vmax, Vmax]. 

The PSO algorithm is used to determine the optimal parameters of the SVM using the following steps: 

Step 1: Set the particle number of particle group, optimization algebra, acceleration factor, and other parameter 

values to initialize the position and velocity of each particle, where the initial position and velocity are 

uncertain. 

Step 2: Evaluate the fitness value of each particle and calculate the fitness function value of each particle. 

Step 3: Compare the fitness value of each particle in the optimization process with the best position pbest. If the 

fitness value is better than pbest, then fitness value is considered as the current best position pbest. 

Step 4: Compare the fitness value of each particle in the optimization process with the best position gbest 
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searched by the group particle. If the fitness value is better than gbest, then the fitness value of the particle is 

taken as the optimal position of the current group and gbest is updated. 

Step 5: Iteratively update the velocity and position of each particle according to Equations (11) and (12). 

Step 6: When the number of iterations or the fitness value meets the condition, optimization is no longer 

performed; otherwise, the second to fifth steps are repeated to continue searching for the optimal parameters. 

When the sixth step is completed, the optimal parameters are obtained. The optimal classification model can be 

obtained through training. 

2.5 Genetic algorithm 

GA is a random global search algorithm, which is mainly a random search target space. When using the GA to 

optimize the parameters of the SVM, the parameter to be optimized is first considered as an individual or a 

chromosome in the group. On this basis, each individual or chromosome is binary coded, and a primary 

population is generated randomly to achieve parameterization of the model. Mapping the points of the parameter 

space to the chromosomal space, realizing the mapping from phenotype to genotype, calculating the accuracy 

rate in the sense of CV by calculation, and evaluating each individual accordingly with the help of the operator 

of natural genetics perform multiple genetic manipulations of selection, crossover, and mutation on an 

individual can produce a population that represents a better solution set. The optimal individuals in the 

optimized group are searched to obtain the global optimal solution according to the global optimization method. 

2.6 Grid search algorithm 

GS, a method of parameter adjustment, is an exhaustive search method. It is the most commonly used technique 

for determining the optimal value of SVM parameters. The basic principle is to list different combinations of all 

parameters through the grid within the set parameter range to form a parameter table of all possibilities. Through 

loop traversal, the possibility of each set of parameters is tried, the maximum value in the array is found, and the 

corresponding set of best performing parameters is taken as the final result of the optimization. The initial value 

setting range and the step size of the adjustment parameters will generally affect the optimization results 

because GS calculates the results of all possible parameters. The search time-consuming problem should also be 

considered when setting the initial value range and the search step size because the GS method has a typical 

exhaustive search technique. If the data sample is large, much time is needed to perform GS. Thus, GS is more 

suitable for processing small sample data. 

3. Results 

The data used in this article are from the MIT-BIH arrhythmia database and PhysioNet’s LTAFDB. The data for 

both databases are taken from the human body and contain several common types of arrhythmia. The MIT-BIH 

arrhythmia database comprises 48 data sets, and each is an ECG signal of approximately 30 minutes. The 

LTAFDB database includes 84 data sets and each is an ECG signal of approximately 24 hours. When the ECG 

signal is collected, 1000-point data are intercepted as the data segment and the sampling frequency is 360 Hz. A 
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total of 360 sets of data are gathered and specific data sources are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1: Dataset source 

Category Database Recordings Training set Test set 

N MIT-BIH 100, 103, 105, 113, 123, and 215 30 30 

PVC MIT-BIH 106, 119, 200, 203, 221, and 223 30 30 

PAC MIT-BIH 207, 209, and 232 30 30 

SB LFAFDB 03, 15, 24, 37, 38, and 74 30 30 

VT LFAFDB 00, 22, 25, 119, and 204 30 30 

AF LFAFDB 01, 25, 15, 74, 100, and 112 30 30 

Total —— —— 180 180 

 

3.1 Feature extraction 

Before extracting the feature of the ECG signal, the extracted ECG data must be preprocessed to remove the 

influence of noise. The extracted 1000-point data were preprocessed by lifting wavelet transform and improving 

the semi-soft threshold. Frequency domain feature extraction and time-domain feature extraction were 

performed on the pre-processed ECG. 

Four layers of wavelet packet decomposition were performed on the preprocessed 1000-point data, and the 

wavelet packet decomposition coefficients were extracted as frequency-domain features. First, the preprocessed 

1000-point data were used to perform a scale wavelet packet decomposition, and the decomposition coefficients 

of the first layer, that is, the approximation coefficient and the detail coefficient, were obtained. The obtained 

coefficients were subjected further to wavelet packet decomposition to obtain wavelet packet coefficients of the 

second layer. Then, the coefficients of the second layer were decomposed further, the coefficients of the third 

layer were decomposed and the wavelet packet decomposition coefficients of the fourth layer were obtained. 

Figure 4 shows the decomposition coefficients of 16 wavelet packets obtained by decomposition. The obtained 

16 wavelet coefficients can reflect the time–frequency information of the ECG signal, but the wavelet 

decomposition method does not have translation invariance. Therefore, more stable statistical features must be 

extracted. According to the 16 extracted wavelet coefficients, each coefficient was statistically analyzed, and its 

singular value, standard deviation, and maximum value were calculated. Finally, 48-dimensional frequency 

domain statistical features were obtained. 

The type of ECG signal to be classified has evident characteristics in rhythm, and thus, time-domain features 

must be extracted for analysis. First, the pre-processed 1000-point data were cubed so that other waveforms can 

have smaller amplitudes, and the R peaks can have larger magnitudes. In this manner, the R peak can be 

detected more accurately. The slope of the 1000-point data was obtained. When the slope of a certain point 

exceeded the preset threshold, the point with the largest amplitude in the range of 20 points in the next point was 
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searched for. The point where the largest amplitude was found in the location where the R peak was located. 

The same method was used to search backward until the end of the 1000 points. The RR interval was calculated 

based on the detected R peak. The first two RR intervals were selected as the feature space to form a two-

dimensional time-domain waveform feature matrix. 
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Figure 4: Wavelet packet decomposition coefficient. 

The collected frequency domain statistical features and time-domain waveform features were combined into a 

50-dimensional multi-domain feature. The same feature extraction was performed on the 360 sets of data and 

finally a 360×50-dimensional multi-domain feature space was obtained. The feature space was divided into a 

training set and a test set, which is a 180×50-dimensional training set and test set. The test set was used for 

classification diagnosis of ECG signals. 

3.2 Classification diagnosis 

The extracted ECG signal feature space was classified using an SVM, and a radial basis function was used as its 

kernel function. The SVM has two key influence parameters, namely, penalty factor C and kernel function 

parameter g. The values of these two parameters must be considered when classifying the ECG signals. The 

optimization process of the SVM parameters is indispensable. In this paper, three optimization methods, 

namely, PSO, GA and GS algorithm, are used to optimize the parameters of SVM. 

The SVM was trained in the pattern using the 180×50-dimensional training set, and the PSO algorithm was used 

to optimize the parameters. Figure 5a shows the result of optimizing the parameters using the PSO algorithm. 

The blue line with the "○" represents the best fitness, indicating the optimal solution for the particles in the 

population in the current situation. The red line with the "*" represents the average fitness, indicating that the 

particles are in the solution space. The average of the solutions was found after exercise. In optimization, the 
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PSO algorithm performed 200 iterations, the initial population of particles was 20, the cross-validation 

parameter was 3, the variation of the penalty factor C was 0.1–100, and the variation range of the kernel 

function parameter g was 0.01–1000. After many experiments, the optimal penalty parameter C was 2.2696, the 

optimal kernel parameter g was 1.1807, and the cross-validation accuracy was 98.89%. 

Figure 5b shows the result of optimizing the parameters using the GA algorithm. The blue line with the "○" sign 

represents the best fitness, indicating the optimal solution found by the individual in the population in the 

current situation. The red line with the "*" represents the average fitness, indicating that the individual is in the 

solution space. The average of the solutions was found after exercise. In optimization, the GA performed 200 

iterations, the maximum number of populations was 20, the cross-validation parameter was 5, the variation of 

the penalty factor C was 0–100, and the variation of the kernel function parameter g was 0–1000. After many 

experiments, the optimal penalty parameter C was 6.1206, the optimal kernel parameter g was 0.11597, and the 

cross-validation accuracy was 100%. 
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Figure 5: The results of optimization and classification. a. PSO optimization parameter process. b. GA 

optimization parameter process. c. GS optimization parameter process. d. Classification result of PSO-SVM. e. 

Classification result of GA-SVM. f. Classification result of GS-SVM. 

Figure 5c shows the result of optimizing the SVM parameters for the GS algorithm. Penalty factor C and kernel 
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function parameter g are the plane coordinates, the cross-validation accuracy is three-dimensional coordinates, 

and the three-dimensional parameter optimization result is obtained. In optimization, the initial value of the 

penalty factor C and the kernel function parameter g ranged from −2
8~

+2
8
, and the search step size was 0.8. All 

possible combinations were matched by traversing the search. After many experiments, the optimal penalty 

parameter C was 3.0314, the kernel function parameter g was 0.13397, and the cross-validation accuracy was 

100%. The performance of different optimization algorithms was compared by comparing the classification 

results of SVMs with different methods. This article reflects the results of the classification by counting true 

positives (TP), false positives (FP), true negatives (TN), and false negatives (FN). TP is the number of Xs that 

are correctly classified as X. FP is the number of non-Xs that are misclassified as Xs. TN is the number of non-

Xs classified as non-X. FN is the number of Xs that are misclassified as non-Xs. The performance of the 

classifier is compared by calculating the sensitivity (SE), specificity (SP), positive predictive value (PPV), and 

accuracy (ACC) of the classifier. The specific calculation method is as follows: 
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The three types of optimized SVMs are used to classify the prediction sets. The confusion matrix of the 

prediction results is shown in Figure 5 d–f. The different performances of the three classifiers can be obtained 

from the above equation. Figure 6 is a comparison chart of SE, SP, and PPV of various types of 

electrocardiograms. The average index parameters obtained are shown in Table 2. 
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Figure 6: Indicator parameter comparison chart. 
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Table 2: Comparison of average indicators 

Classifier Average SE Average SP Average PPV ACC 

PSO-SVM 97.78% 99.63% 97.87% 97.78% 

GA-SVM 98.33% 99.72% 98.42% 98.33% 

GS-SVM 98.89% 99.81% 98.92% 98.89% 

 

4. Discussion and Comparisons 

Figure 6 and Table 2 show that the data used were from the ECG signals in the MIT-BIH and LTAFDB 

databases, but the proposed ECG signal classification processing method obtained a good classification result. 

The SVM optimized by the PSO algorithm achieved 97.78% ACC, 97.78% SE, 99.63% SP, and 97.87% PPV. 

Using the GA-optimized SVM achieved 98.33% ACC, 98.33% SE, 99.72% SP, and 98.42% PPV. The best 

classification results were obtained by using the GS algorithm to optimize SVM, achieving 98.89% ACC, 

98.89% SE, 99.81% SP, and 98.92% PPV. The results of the proposed ECG recognition system were compared 

with those of other reported ECG classification methods. The comparison results in Table 3 show that the 

classifiers used in each paper are SVM. The types of ECGs classified in each paper and the extracted features 

are different. However, the classification accuracy of GS-SVM used in this paper is higher than that of other 

literature, indicating that the proposed method has higher classification accuracy. 

Table 3: Comparison of classification results. 

References Classifier Arrhythmia Classes ACC 

Melagani and his 

colleagues [19] 
PSOSVM N, PVC, PAC, RB, and LB 6 87.76% 

Li and his 

colleagues [18] 
GASVM N, PVC, PAC, RB, and LB 5 97.78% 

Martis and his 

colleagues [15] 
LSSVM N, PVC, PAC, RB, and LB 5 93.48% 

S. Chen [17] SVM Nsr, S, V, F, and Q 5 98.46% 

Proposed PSO-SVM N, SB, VT, PVC, PAC, and AF 6 97.78% 

Proposed GA-SVM N, SB, VT, PVC, PAC, and AF 6 98.33% 

Proposed GS-SVM N, SB, VT, PVC, PAC, and AF 6 98.89% 

 

5. Conclusions 

A novel ECG recognition method based on multi-domain feature extraction using wavelet packet decomposition 

and slope threshold method and combined with SVM is proposed to classify six types of ECG heartbeats. 
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Although the data used are all from the database, the resulting classification results achieve good accuracy. The 

method proposed in this paper can provide a treatment method for the recognition of ECG signals and apply it to 

the recognition of common arrhythmias such as SB and VT. But there are still some limitations in this paper. 

Although we compared several optimization methods of SVM, we did not apply them to actual test experiments. 

Moreover, the data we use only from the database and cannot reflect individual differences in human ECG 

signals. In the future, we will use a large amount of clinical data to verify and improve the algorithm, and use 

actual experiments to test the algorithm. We will focus on the ECG signal classification algorithm for wearable 

automatic detection. The autonomous detection and identification of ECG signals can be realized with wearable 

ECG signal detection equipment to provide certain technical means to prevent heart disease. 
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6. Recommendations 

Constraints \limitations of the study have been explained in the Conclusions section. 

 


